ENOLL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Wave 2023 (17th)
Empowering Everyone to Innovate

The European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL) is the international, non-profit, independent association of benchmarked Living Labs.

Our objective is to foster the **global development of Living Labs** as open innovation ecosystems based on co-creation and cross border & cross-sectoral collaboration.

Our mission is to **provide value to our members and external stakeholders** by offering them opportunities to develop their capacities & knowledge.

More specifically, we support our members in the **development of impactful, innovative products & services**, allowing them to expand their own value to their own stakeholders.

As a consequence, we regularly engage with our members through member **catch-up sessions**, which provide a time for the exchange of information.

ENoLL counts today with 151 active members from 35 countries located on 5 continents (500+ historically labelled members worldwide).

**We warmly invite you to submit your application to join our global community of open innovation actors.**

By being a Member you become part of an **international community of Living Labs** that cooperate on research tracks, projects, acquisition and more. You can meet and talk to organisations from all over Europe and beyond. The Network is there to **ease the process of knowing each other** and collaboration through communications, events, Action-oriented Task Forces, etc.
How to apply?

Step 1 - Contact the ENoLL Office at info@enoll.org to receive the application materials.

All necessary application materials can only be obtained through pre-registration with the ENoLL Office (info@enoll.org) by providing the following:

- Living Lab name,
- Host organization name,
- VAT number (if applicable),
- Website address,
- Applicant country,
- Contact person details.

Important Dates

Applications can be submitted all year long. Evaluations will take place during three 'Application Blocks':

- **Block 1**: submissions made before February 15 will be notified of the results by the end of March.
- **Block 2**: submissions made before May 15 will be notified of the results by the end of June.
- **Block 3**: submissions made before November 15 will be notified of the results by the end of December.

Step 2 - Submit a complete application to info@enoll.org

Applications can be submitted by any legal entity from any country in the world that is or hosts a Living Lab. The complete application package includes:

- Single PDF file containing a complete application form of around 12 pages, not counting the basic facts and not counting the annex documentation.
- Annex documentation are materials as brochures, activity reports, Living Lab stakeholder letters, letters of support, audiovisual material, and any other relevant support documents.
- Payment of 300 Euro (ex. VAT) evaluation fee. To pay you need to request a pro forma invoice via info@enoll.org and pay with the reference mentioned in this document.
Evaluation Process

To ensure high value-added exchanges within the Network and quality outputs from ENoLL certified Living Labs, Accepted membership or Accepted to Grow membership is limited to those organizations able to demonstrate the consistent use of a Living Lab approach.

As such, ENoLL Living Labs undergo a structural and methodological quality assessment on their maturity as an innovation ecosystem. This seal of quality makes ENoLL Living Labs the global standard on user-driven innovation.

Complete applications are evaluated by 3 experts. These 3 evaluators are selected from a pool of long-standing Living Lab practitioners from the Network. Their selection is done to ensure geographic and thematic diversity and avoid any conflict of interest.

Examples of non-eligible applications

- Template not used or severely misused.
- Application exceeding the length of 12 pages with 10-point size font (Arial).
- Missing Living Lab stakeholder letters

Accepted applications will be certified as a Living Lab as shown below, depending on the feedback of the evaluators. Applicants cannot choose their membership type themselves.

- **Accepted to Grow Member**: 1 year certification with a mandatory re-evaluation at the end of that year (fee: €800, including the fee for re-evaluation).
- **Adherent Member**: 3-year certification with a mandatory re-evaluation at the end of these 3 years (fee: under revision, formerly €1800 for 3 years, including the fee for re-evaluation).

Stages

1. Submission of the completed form.
2. Payment of the evaluation fee (€300).
3. Eligibility check by ENoLL Office.
4. Review of application by Evaluation Committee and request of further support material if necessary.
5. Applicant receives evaluation report.
6. Accepted applicants pay the membership fee: Accepted to Grow Member (€800 for 1 year), Adherent Member (under revision, formerly €1800 for 3 years).
7. Accepted applicants are officially part of the Network, benefiting from all value propositions.
Evaluation Criteria

ENoLL Living Labs are not limited to a specific region, type of organization, area of expertise, or group of people.

As such, the evaluation criteria take into account this great diversity by looking at a set of key indicators within 6 common chapters of maturity of ENoLL Living Labs.

This assessment process helps make ENoLL a dynamic platform for quality exchange on best practices related to Living Labs.

- **Organization**: this first chapter deals with the organization, management, and governance of your Living Lab.
- **Users & Reality**: this chapter evaluates how your Living Lab is dealing with all different kinds of user engagement & how your Living Lab processes are deployed in real-life settings.
- **Resources**: this chapter describes the different available resources of your Living Lab (infrastructures, materials...) and their potential use/service.
- **Openness**: this chapter looks at your approach in general towards open innovation and the inclusion of all the groups of the Quadruple helix.
- **Value**: this chapter looks at the outcomes of your Living Lab and how they create values and benefits for all the involved stakeholders of your Living Lab.
- **Business Model & plans for the future**: this chapter evaluates your current business model and accessibility to funding and looks at your SWOT analysis & strategic plans for the future to investigate the sustainability of your Living Lab.
Evaluation Indicators

Key Evaluation Indicators

Evaluation committee members take into consideration the following indicators to assess the degree of maturity of a given Living Lab:

- Organization, management, and governance of the Living Lab,
- Experience in Living Lab operations,
- Interest & ability to participate in regional, national, and international innovation systems,
- Users & people engagement approach,
- An iterative Living Lab process & real-life settings,
- Quality of methods & tools,
- Roles & responsibilities of qualified staff,
- Internal & external communication,
- Access & availability of equipment & infrastructure,
- Openness of innovation processes and partnerships,
- Feedback protection & author's rights,
- Co-created values for all involved stakeholders,
- Coverage of the value chain,
- Business Model & access/ability to funding,
- SWOT analysis & strategic plans for the future.
Frequently Asked Questions

Q1 - Can the application submission deadline be extended?
Applications can be submitted all year long. As soon as the deadline for a certain Application Block is passed, the incoming application will be evaluated during the following application block. Therefore, deadline extensions are no longer necessary.

Q2 - We would like to join the network, but we do not feel we would pass the evaluation process at this time. How can we be involved with ENoLL?
In preparation for their evaluation, some organizations take part in our Virtual Learning Lab. This is a specially designed, multi module online training to learn how to set up & run a Living Lab from A to Z. The Virtual Learning Lab is constructed based on the evaluation criteria of this application process.
More information at: https://enoll.org/about-us/learning-lab/

Q3 - What types of membership are there?
Three types of membership are in place:
- Accepted to grow membership: €800 for 1 year (including costs for re-evaluation).
- Adherent membership: under revision, formerly €1800/3 years (including costs for re-evaluation).
- Effective membership: €5000/year.

The first step is Adherent or Accepted to Grow membership, in a later stage members can apply to become an Effective Member.

More information about our different memberships:
https://enoll.org/about-us/how-to-become-a-member

Contact - ENoLL Office

Avenue des Arts 6
1210 Brussels, Belgium
info@enoll.org
@openlivinglabs
www.enoll.org